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McCain: There will be no secrets
Search Committee challenged to find candidate to "push A&T upward and forward"
versity.

DEXTER MULLINS
Online Editor

At 3 p.m. the Chancellor
Search Committee was joined
by University of North Carolina system President Erskine
Bowles in the Alumni Foundation Event Center. Citing a very
specific list of what he wants
in the next candidate, Bowles
briefly spoke with the board in
front of a body ofabout 75 people from the community.
"You will never have a more
important job for your Uni-

McCain

Just

like any organization,
you've got to
have the right
fit, and you
have to have
a Chancellor
that meets the
criteria that
I
describe,"

Bowles said. "I am confident
that if we find someone that
meets these, you will see us
want to fall behind them."
Some of the most impor-

things that Bowles mentioned were his desire for the
next Chancellor to be focused
on continuing to raise the academic standards, maintaining
good financial records, fundraising more outside capital and
building a partnership with the
University ofNorth Carolina at
tant

Greensboro.
"Bring me a Chancellor who
will look at your cross town

neighbor UNCG arid see not an
enemy, not a competitor, but a
partner," Bowles said. "The next
Chancellor needs to be someone

who will continue to push A&T to publicly thank him (Battle).
He inherited numerous financial
upward and forward."
While no questions were problems, and since he's arasked of Bowles in regards to rived, we have gone a long, long
way. He has raised the academic
Chancellor Battle's resignation, he did briefly speak on standards ofthis university that
the sudden decision to leave. we love so deeply. The question
Bowles said that he understood you should ask is will they keep
Chancellor Battle's reasons for this university on the track of
leaving, and respected them. " higher education standards."
I know that none of us in this
UNC Association ofStudent
room who were involved in the Governments President T. Greg
Doucette joined the community
previous search for a Chancellor expected to be back as soon for the meeting. Doucette sat
as we are. It's regrettable that amongst the crowd discreetly,
we are," Bowles said. " I want observing the proceedings.

"As North Carolina A&T's
student representative to the
Board of Governors, I'm
pleased with the committee's
composition and confident with
their work today," Doucette
said. "The leadership of Chairman McCain, Dr. Speight-Buford, and President Bass and
other members will ensure A&T
has a Chancellor ofthe highest
possible caliber. At the students'
request, I will be staying [on
top] of the committee's delib-

� See SEARCH on Page 3
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City and
University
discuss
safety
DEXTER MULLINS
Online Editor

•
,

Community leaders, University officials, and
local apartment representatives met with students
and citizens on Monday in McNair auditorium to
discuss what is being done to keep students safe
outside the protective walls ofcampus.
The discussion was set up as an open forum
between the panelists and the community, giving
people a chance to ask questions and provide suggestions to lead to better safety practices in the
areas local apartments. All this focus on safety
comes about with a string of bizarre and severe
crimes in Greensboro, most recently including the
murder ofDennis Hayle.
Hayle's case makes this the second unsolved
murder of an A&T student in two years, and the
third in history. To this day, neither the Willie
Grimes case of 1969 nor the Derek Hodges cases
from last spring have been solved.
Chancellor Stanley F. Battle and City Councilwoman Goldie Wells hosted the forum, and were
very open in what they would like to see done to
help combat this issue. Wells and Battle worked
together to develop the meeting after some A&T
students came to a city council meeting and asked
the council to help keep them safe.
"We have been offering our police to train the
security at the local area apartments for no cost,"
Battle said. "Your safety (students) is one of our
most important priorities."
One student detailed a scenario in which an
armed man being pursued by Greensboro Police

PHOTO BY LEROYV. MIKELLIII -REGISTER
PHOTO SUBJECT The Lady Aggies react after finding out their seeding(14) and opponent (FSU) for the NCAA Tournament. These Ladies are poised to takethe courtagainst #3 seed Florida State University Saturday March 21,2009,

GEORGIA BOUND
The Lady Aggies gathered with a
host of fans to see who, where and when
they'll play their first game in the
NCAA Tournament and after waiting for
over an hour they captured the 14 seed
and will'play Florida State

FOLLOW THE TEA
vs. Florida State
Saturday, March 21, 2
at 2 p.m.

Duluth, Ga.
Gwinnett Center

READ MORE ON PAGE 10
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SGA DEBATE
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SEX, LIES AND
PHOTOSHOP

theWORD

Couldn't make it out to the SGA
Presidential Debates on Monday?
See what you missed in our

Do women have a misconception
of what is beauty? Or has the
fashion industry photoshopped it's
perfect picture on all of us?

Why do single women feel that is
necessary to have a man in order
to make them happy? Can't we

exclusive multimedia section.

www.ncatregister.com
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find it from ourselves?
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theSCORE
AGGIES GO TO
THE BIG DANCE

theSCENE
YOUNG, GIFTED

After defeating Hampton and winning the MEAC, the ladyaggies
take move to the national competition against Florida State.

Showcasing the creativity and talent of students, Young, Gifted, and
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AND BLACK
Black filled HarrisonAuditorium
for an eveing of soul.
PAGE 12

WEATHER
WEDNESDAY

High:

72 c

Low
THURSDAY: Rain | High 67°

FRIDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 51°

What will the conference include?
* Power-packed workshops facilitated by top company executives
* Networking opportunities
* Etiquette luncheon, full-course breakfast & snack breaks
* Registration gift & door prizes
* Awards Ceremony

Who should attend?
All students currently enrolled in a degree-granting program at
North Carolina A&T State Univerisity.

How do I register?
Visit www.careerserv.ncat.edu. This event is FREE!
Email questions to ocs@ncat.edu or call (336) 334-7755

Sponsored by the NC A&T University/Industry Cluster, General Motors
and the Office of Career Services, a Division of Student Affairs
Disabled persons requiring special accomodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act may
call the Director of Veterans & Disability Support Services at 336-334-7765
at least 48 hours before the activity
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theBLOTTER
Lost Property
March 9, 2:25 p.m
Ward Hall
A male student reported that
he lost his parking permit, when
he was involved in a traffic accident on 1-40 West.
The estimated amount of a
replacement parking decal is

$20.

Hit and Run
March 11,11:15 a.m
Marteena Hall
A vehicle struck the left rear
of a parked vehicle and fled the

accident scene. Estimated damage to the park vechicle is $300.
Vehicle Accident
March 11,4:30 p.m
Benbow Hall
A vehicle struck a pole while
backing in the parking lot.
Total estimated value of
damage to the vehicle and pole
is $900 There were no injuries.

Larceny

March 12,5:10 p.m
Price Hall
A parking services officer
reported that a wheel boot was
placed on a vehicle, parked
in the Price Hall lot at 12:43
p.m. when she.checked on the
vehicle, at 4:30 p.m., the vehicle
and wheel boot were gone.
The wheel boot is valued at
$560. The case remains open
pending contact with the owner,
and is forwarded to student
affairs.

Affray

March 13,3:10
Price Hall
A Hall Director reported
two female students had been

involved in an altercation. There
were no injuries requiring
medical attention. Both students
were provided with informa-

sity Property after being found
sleeping in the wooded area of
the parking lot by UPD officers

tion reguarding filing criminal
charges. Both students were to
be moved from the suite.
The case is forwarded to
Student Affairs.

Larceny

Vandalism
March 13,4:10 p.m
Aggie

Suites Lot

A male resident student,
reported that he discovered
scratches on his vehicle while
at an off campus location. He
believes the damge occured
while the vehicle was parked in
the Aggie Suites Lot.
There are no suspects. The
estimated damage is $300.

Alcohol Violation
March 14,12:24 a.m
Aggie Suites F
A female resident student
was cited and released for
consuming alcohol under the age
of twenty-one. Other females
present in the suite were also
referred to Student Affairs.
Vandalism
March 14,12:45 a.m

Morrison Hall
A staff member reported
person(s) unknown had vandalized the Aggie One Card door
swipe, by separating it from the
door frame.
Total estimated damaged to
the property is $200.

Trespassing
March 14.4:45 a.m.

1020Wendover
Two homeless males were

March 14,7:17 p.m
Village Four
A female resident student
reported person(s) unknown
removed her MP-3 Player from
her residnece. Estimated value
of property taken is $160.
There is a possible suspect
The case remains open.
DWI

March 15,7:30 p.m
Sullivan St.
A male non-student was
transported to the Guilford
County Jail for DWI, during a
traffic stop on Sullivan St.
The. male was released after

no probable cause was found
due to the males alcohol content
being only 0.07.
Larceny
March 15,4:15 p.m
Morrison Hall
A female studentresident
reported person(s) unknown
removed her laptop computer
from her unsecured room.
Total estimated value of the
stolen property is $400. There
are two possible suspects.

Disorderly Conduct
March 15,9:20 p.m.
Hayley Hall
A female student resident
reported three unknown males
running in and out of rooms on
the hall.
There are possible suspects
and the case remains open.

trespassed from Univer-

If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police
(336) 334-7675

City, University and community meet
to discuss off-campus safety issues
One suggestion that Battle
made was that the complexes
consider fencing their properties to cut down on the daytime
traffic, and install security cameras. Many already have. Some
are even considering hiring offduty police officers to patrol the
area or live in the complexes for
reduced rent.
So far, the A&T Police department has assessed the safety of the complexes that are
mainly student filled. The city
police and A&T are working to
review and modify, ifnecessary,
the mutual aid agreement, to increase safety.
More money may go into
the security of the complexes,

SAFETY From page 1
One student detailed a scenario in which an armed man
being pursued by Greensboro
Police forced his way into her
boyfriends' apartment, and she
has been living in fear since that

day.

Situations like these, Wells
said, are what should bring the
communitytogether. It shouldn't
take a series ofcrime for security to become a priority.
"Students that come here and
stay here for four years are part
of our community," Wells said.
"Our goal is that they will feel
safe."

but some say they are already
spending close to $100,000.
The city is also encouraging
the complexes to share some
information so problem tenants
cannot remain in the area, and
to also alert the campus ofthose
individuals.
Here on campus, Battle says
that someone will be working in
the housing office full time in
the fall whom will be specifically hired to work with students in
finding off-campus housing if
they choose to do so.
"We're not trying to talk
you out of living off campus,"
Battle said. "We just want you
all to know what you're moving
into."

Chancellor Search Committee given
strict instructions for new leader
mass review ofthe applications

SEARCH From page 1

submitted to the board. That
won't happen."
erations, and I look forward to
At the request of the comthe final result."
mittee, the students, alumni, and
Board Chairman Franklin community is encouraged to be
McCain discussed the search active in the selection process
committee's commitment to through submitting what they
being more open to the pubwould also like to see in the new
lic amidst concerns of secrecy Chancellor. The University has
of decision-making. McCain promised to have a site up spepromised to make things public, cifically for that on the school
and to keep the communication home page as early as Monday.
lines open.
Other forums of feedback,
"This committee will be try- such as meetings and emails,
ing to be as public as possible," are also encouraged.
McCain said. "The biggest seThe committee will meet
cret about this committee isthat again on March 18, and have
there will be no secrets. There asked that all public forums bewill be no opportunity for a gin on March 23.

Office ofthe Registrar
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A&T family competes nationally
CBS Early Show"Singing Family Face Off"shines light on select Aggies
JAVONNE WEATHERS
Contributor

A family with ties to North
Carolina A&T has advanced
to semi finals of the "Singing
Family Face Off' competition
in affiliation with the CBS Early
Show.
Hundreds of families competed in the contest and the
Peay brothers are one ofthe six
finalists. Solomon, a junior public relations major here at A&T
wrote the lyrics for the song
"We Can Make a Change" that
the brothers performed live on

March 4
The other three brothers include: Katif, a Ph.D student
here at A&T majoring in earth
and environmental sciences,
Majid, a former A&T student
and Taimine, a music major at
Guilford Technical Community
College.
According to the CBS News
website, the "Singing Family
Face Off Competition" is a nation wide search for the most
talented family of singers in
America.
The winners will gain the opportunity to compete on nation-

Joyce is very proud of her
fill Things," during the second
sons, she says that the competiround.
The brothers were encourtion is "like a dream come true,
their father died when Solomon
aged to participate in the "Singwas two years old and I raised
ing Family Face Off Competition" by their mother Joyce them as a single parent, I taught
them to put God first and they
Peay who said. "My sons procrastinated when it came to worked hard and it has paid
sending in their information for off."
The brothers will compete
the contest," she said.
in the last round on Wednesday
Solomon said that the knowledge and skills he has learned in March 18.
his classes are helping him with
The winning family will be
interviews. "Majoring in public announced on April 1.
relations, you learn what to say,
Viewers can log onto http://
how much to say and when to www. earlyshow, cbsnews. com/
to vote for the Peay family.
say it," he said.

al television and advance their
music careers with a recording
contract with CBS Records.
From December until January 23, hundreds of families of
three or more members uploadedand sent videos ofthemselves
performing original songs to
The Early Show.
Producers evaluated all ofthe
entries and selected six families
to compete against each other in
a series offace offs.
The Peay brothers were chosen as one of the six finalists
and won their face off with the
Lorentzens singing "Beauti-

Small Business
Resource Summit
Alumni-Foundation Event Center
8:30 a.m.

19
NY/NJ Full Body Meeting
Marteena Hall Rm

7:30 p.m.

103

"Man Up"
Memorial Union
Stallings Ballroom

School
scraps

unofficial
St. Patty's
9

JODI S.COHEN
Chicago Tribune

College students drink. Col-

lege students go to class.
But mixing the two? It has

happened with shamelessness at
the University of Illinois during
"Unofficial St. Patrick's Day,"
an all-day celebration of excessive drunkenness that occurs
each year around the time ofthe
Irish holiday.

Students line up as early as
8 a.m. outside campus bars in
their green shirts to drink green
beer. Others hold parties at their
campus apartments, and some
have tried to take their drinks
into classes.
So on Friday, the date ofthis
year's celebration, U. of I. of-

ficials will stand guard at classroom buildings to search backpacks and confiscate liquids,
including water bottles that may
be used for, let's say, vodka.
"It is surprising, to say the
least, that students would actually decide to both celebrate 'Unofficial' and go to class. We do
have kids who think they might
want to do both," said U. of I.
spokeswoman Robin Kaler.
That's where the administrators-turned-bouncers will step
in. "We have people at the door
who are traine"d at searching
through backpacks," Kaler said.
"They will confiscate 50-gallon
garbage cans full ofthis stuff."
Champaign officials are trying other ways to tone down
the event, which draws students
from other campuses and was
linked to a student death two
years ago.
For that day only, campus

bars, which started the tradition,
are banned from serving alcohol
before 11 a.m.

They can't sell pitchers of
beer or shots of liquor at all.
And although 19-year-olds are
normally allowed in Champaign
bars (though they can't drink),
on Friday you must be at least
21 to get in.

Abuse: Is It Worth It?
STACIE BAILEY

Staff Writer

Nationally
recognized
Women's Month as well as the
recent occurrences in the news
bring up a highly overlooked
subject: domestic violence.
Although you may be tired
of hearing about the Rihanna
and Chris Brown case, that
doesn't change the fact that
celebrities aren't the only ones
who experience it and it's sad
to see how underreported it is.
In the current stage ofthe independent woman who "wants
you, but don't need you" and
with all ofthe opportunities that
await us as females compared
to back when our grandparents
were growing up, why stay in
an abusive relationship?
First ofall, what is domestic
violence? Many women—as
well as men—don't know the
true definition and therefore
may not even he aware that
they are involved in,it.
Each state holds its own
definition, however, the underlying theme of them all is
defined as any physical abuse
or threats of abuse between

intimately involved partners,
roommates or family members
that include, but are not limited
to, homicide, rape, assault, fear
and intimidation.
Abuse ofthis type can occur
both physically and mentally.
Time and time again, it's been
said that love doesn't hurt and
many confuse this with the
sacrifices that relationships involve
For example, it's one thing to
get over the fact that he snores
in his sleep or that he doesn't
really care for your friends. It's
a completely other story to let
the fact that when he gets mad
he takes his anger out on you
slide without notice.
Its no small matter, especially to women ages 20-24, which
is about the age ofmost college
women
When it comes to matters of
the heart, I refer to the quote in
infamous movie, Brown Sugar.
Sanna Lathann says to Boris
Kodjoe, "I don't know why
your heart doesn't do what your

mind tells it." And although
their situation had nothing to
do with domestic violence of
any sort, it's a clear indication
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that even in real life (outside of
what we see in the media) that
when it comes to the heart, it
can be difficult to see what's
clearly right in front ofus.
In General Psychology 320,
our professor taught us about

Conditioning—a
Classical
learning style in which a stimulus is -used to obtain a certain
response and is repeated alongside another stimulus, which
does not cause that response.
Eventually however, the second stimulus will result in the
same response as the first. Case
and point: if a girl dates a guy
who continues to show her he
loves her, but also sometimes
abuses her, eventually, she will
accept this abuse as love.
She has been conditioned to
love him unconditionally regardless of his actions and unfortunately, one in every four
women is likely to fall victim
to domestic abuse. According
The American Institute on Domestic Violence, it is the leading cause of injury to women
in the United States and 5.3
women are abused each year
with 1,232 women killed by an
intimate partner.

Dessert with the deans
Memorial Student Union

Exhibit Hall
5:30 p.m.

Now, don't get it twisted.
Men are subject to abuse as

well. Just as women rape men,
it is just as possible for a man
to be abused by a woman. The
cases do not happen as often,
but they do occur. Regardless
of whom the abuse is from or
towards doesn't make it anymore justifiable.
Now, it's been said that
in Tyler Perry's movie, "The
Family That Preys," Sanna Lathan deserved to be hit towards
the end of the movie, just as
many have argued thatRihanna
deserved to get beaten after she
allegedly gave Brown an STD.
Now ask yourselfthis if you
are one of those individuals:
if that was your sister, mother
or best friend, would you truly
stand up for that if it were to
happen?

Men, the next time you feel
yourself getting to that point of
anger, think about that ques-

S.O.S. Secrets of Safety

Aggie Suites F

3rd Hall First Floor
Noon

21

Tech Challenge Tournament
Corbett Gymnasium
9 a.m.

Jesus awarness week concert
Holland Hall
5p.m.

tion.

Women, the next time he
tells you that you're nothing or
you allow him to hit you, think
about that question. It's not just
something we see on TV...it's
real.

Miss A&T Forum
Stallings Ballroom

3 p.m.

Fresno City College: Hurry up and graduate!
However, the move-on message faces resistance. Reasons
range from students getting
FRESNO, Calif. — It's not quite too comfortable on campus to
as humiliating as having a ro- needing more time to master
mantic relationship ended by basic skills, officials said.
City College might be the
e-mail, but Fresno City College
meof the state's 110 commuCalifornia
is
the
first
using
in
dium to tell longtime students nity colleges to use an e-mail
it's time to move on. In other blast urging students to transfer
words, hurry up and finish your to four-year schools or get jobs,
education and then go pursue officials said. The e-mails invited students to a drop-in event
other opportunities.
on campus where they could
The school last month emailed nearly 5,000 students meet with counselors and other
who are close to meeting staffto plan for the future.
Only about 100 students
graduation requirements with
an upbeat but direct message: came, but City College officials
said it was a good start and that
"The key is completion. Graduate from college. Earn more they'll probably do it again.
Community colleges by law
money!"
College officials say clearing can't turn away eligible stuout perennial students would dents or force them to leave
create more room for hundreds unless they violate rules. And
of new students flocking to there's no evidence that longCity College for retraining or time students who have been on
improving job skills during the campus for three, four or more
years are hogging classes that
economic crisis.
City College's enrollment new students want, Azari said.
However, the mix ofold and
this semester is up 12 percent
new students has swelled enover last year. "That's absolutely huge," said City College rollment to more than 22,000
President Cynthia Azari. The and has created problems.
Students go on waiting lists
increase from 2007 to 2008
for overcrowded classes, and
was almost 7 percent.
DOUG HOAGLAND
McClatchy Newspapers

_

_
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sometimes never get in. Some
can get classes only at times
that conflict with jobs and
family responsibilities. Some
choose online courses because
traditional ones are filled or offered at inconvenient times.
"We have made every effort
to accommodate everyone,"
Azari said

Graduating from community
college with a 60-unit associate's degree traditionally takes
two years of full-time study.
But many students stay longer.
"Colleges can't accommodate all the new students coming in," said Steven Bruckman,
executive vice chancellor for
operations and general counsel
in the state community college
system. With enrollment statewide approaching 3 million this
school year, community colleges estimate the state shorted
them money to teach and support about 100,000 of those
students.
Because colleges can't hire

more teachers, students have
trouble getting classes, which
delays graduation, Bruckman
said.
Other factors contribute to
students staying longer at City

College, officials said

More than half of the students who come from high
schools in the region lack the
English or math skills to do
college-level work and must
take remedial classes, said John
Cummings, vice president for
admission and records in the
State Center Community College District, which includes
City College.
Other students become comfortable in the "welcoming
environment" of City College
and feel apprehensive about
leaving, said Dennis Adkins,
learning assistance coordinator
and co-chairman ofthe campus
commencement committee.
"We welcome all students
with open arms, but they need
to set goals for themselves and
move forward and up with their
lives," Adkins said.
Older students and those going after specific careers such
as nursing or auto mechanics
generally are serious about their
studies and focused on their
future careers, said City College counselor Fred "Skydog"
Emerling. "They don't tend to
linger," he said.
However, 01 iher students

WRITERS: Stacie Bailey, Michael Jones, Marcus Thompson
BUSINESS MANAGER: Paul Haizlip
BUSINESS ASSISTANT: Janay Cheek
INTERNS: Chanel LeGette, Jennifer Dean, Whitney Dickens,
Marcus Dorsey, Crystal Ettiene, Kenneth Flowers, Destini Gil- >
liam, Jamia Harrison, Shakeevia Hughes, Shanice Jarmon, Irena
Laster, Marica Nelson, Ellis Patterson, Ayoka Primus, Desiree
Rand, Delisa Riddick, Anndrea Rouse, Verdell Russell, Kanesha
Sheelor, James Shropshire,Tarreva Thomas, Keyanda Thompson,
Jeff Watts, Kandis-Krystin Williams
FACULTY ADVISER: Emily Harris

have "a sense of entitlement,"
so they don't study and then
have to repeat courses, Emerling said.
"They should go work and
find out how sucky it is with no
skills," he added.
City College student Brenda
Alvarez who started at City
College in the fall of 2004
got the e-mail and attended the
counseling meeting. Alvarez,
24, ofFresno said she originally planned to spend two years at
City College, but family tragedy and a divorce interfered with
her studies.
Alvarez plans to graduate in
May and attend California State
University, Fresno.
"I was excited to get the email," she said, explaining that
she needed more information
about graduation.
Another student, 55-year-old
John Munsinger ofFresno, also
is scheduled to graduate in May
after starting in 2004. Surgery
and changing majors delayed
his graduation.
Munsinger said he didn't
feel that City College was pressuring him to leave. "I want to
move on," he said, although he
might return next fall to take

_
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Debris near space station spotted by Discovery
MARCIA DUNN
Associated Press

at a safe distance

The debris was in an erratic
orbit, and that was causing the
constant revisions. NASA said
the trend appeared to be moving
in the right direction, though,
and that the space station might
not have to move out of the

space station residents had to
move into their emergency getaway capsule because another
piece of space junk came uncomfortably close.
In that case, it was short notice and the astronauts did not
have enough time tp steer out of
the way.
NASA has moved the space
station to dodge debris eight
times in the past, most recently
in August, according to NASA
records.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA kept close tabs
on an old piece of space junk
Monday that threatened to come
too close to the international
space station, as the shuttle Disway.
If Mission Control orders a
covery raced toward the orbiting outpost for a 220-mile-high space station maneuver to dodge
the junk, it would be carried out
linkup.
Experts initially warned that Monday night, well ahead ofthe
the debris from a Soviet satellite closest approach early Tuesday.
Generally, engines on the
that broke up in 1981 could veer That would force Discovery to
within a half-mile ofthe space adjust its course for Tuesday's Russian living quarters or the
docking; the shuttle is deliver- attached Russian supply ships
station. But later in the morning, they said it appeared that ing one last set of solar wings are fired to alter the path of the
the small piece ofjunk — about for the station.
entire station. It's a relatively
Just last Thursday, the three easy job, but uses up precious
4 inches in size — might remain

fuel
The debris this time is from
a Soviet military satellite called
Kosmos 1275, which broke up

somewhat mysteriously shortly

after its 1981 launch.
NASA orbital debris scientist
Mark Matney said it may have

crashed with another object that
wasn't being tracked, although
the Russians believe a battery
explosion did the satellite in.
In any event, the result was
a cloud of 310 pieces of debris
that slowly are falling into lower orbits, he said.
On board Discovery, meanwhile, the seven astronauts
geared up Monday afternoon
for an in-depth inspection of

their ship's wings and nose with that caused the mission to be
a laser-tipped boom.
shortened by a day and a spaceIt's standard procedure the walk to be cut.
Concern over hydrogen
day after launch to check for
any damage that may have ocvalves and then a hydrogen leak
curred during liftoff.
pushed back the flight by more
Late Sunday, NASA officials than a month.
said a quick look at the launch
Mission managers said devideo showed nothing of sigspite the lost day, the astronauts
nificance striking Discovery. still should be able to complete
most oftheir objectives.
Debris has been an overridBesides installing the new
ing concern for NASA since a
chunk offoam insulation broke solar wings, the crew will drop
off the external fuel tank and offa new urine processor for the
cracked open Columbia's wing space station's water-recycling
in 2003. The shuttle broke apart system, as well as a new station
during re-entry, and all seven resident, Japanese astronaut
astronauts were killed.
Koichi Wakata.
Sunday evening's launch of
Discovery followed five delays

U.S. military shoots down Iranian drone Condoms won't solve AIDS in Africa
ROBERT H.REID
Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP) — U.S.
jets shot down an Iranian unmanned surveillance aircraft last
month over Iraqi territory about
60 miles northeast of Baghdad,
the U.S. military said Monday.
A U.S. statement said the
Ababil 3 was tracked for more
than an hour before U.S. jets
shot it down "well-inside Iraqi
airspace." The statement said
the aircraft's presence over Iraqi
airspace "was not an accident."
An Iraqi official said the Iranianaircraft went down near the
Iraqi border town of Mandali.
He spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to talk to the madia.
The U.S. has frequently accused the Iranians of supplying
weapons, training and money to
Shiite extremist groups opposed
to the U.S. military presence
and to the U.S.-backed Iraqi

government.
Iran has denied links to militant groups inside Iraq and says
the instability in this country is
due to the U.S. "occupation."

Also Monday, a U.S. soldier
was fatally injured during combat operations in the capital, the
U.S. said in a statement. No further details were released.
It was the first combat death
reported by the U.S. military in
Baghdad this month and the first
among U.S. forces nationwide
since March 7 when a soldier
was killed in the Tikrit area.

U.S. casualties have dropped
sharply since Iraqi soldiers and
police have taken a greater role
in security. President Barack
Obama has pledged to withdraw
all U.S. combat troops from Iraq
by September 2010.
American combat troops are
due to leave bases in Baghdad
and other cities by June 30 under an agreement that provides
for all U.S. forces to leave the
country by the end of 2011.
Prime Miniter Nouri al-Ma-

liki told The Associated Press
on Sunday that U.S. troops may
stay in some areas that are not
completely secure even after the
June 30 date.
He did not identify those areas, but U.S. and Iraqi troops
are still trying to secure Mosul,

the country's third-largest city
where al-Qaida and other Sunni
militant groups remain active.
Meanwhile, residents of
the Kurdish town of Halabja
marked the 21st anniversary of
the March 16-17 poison gas attack by Saddam Hussein's forces against Kurdish separatists.
The 1988 attack killed thousands ofpeople and was the biggest use of chemical weapons
against a civilian populated area
in history.

Local officils and victims'
relatives placed wreaths on a

VICTOR L.SIMPSON
Associated Press
YAOUNDE, Cameroon(AP)

.

—

Pope Benedict XVI said on
his way to Africa Tuesday
that condoms were not the
answer in the continent's
fight against HIV, his first
explicit statement on an
issue that has divided even
clergy working withAIDS
patients.
Benedict arrived in

Yaounde, Cameroon's capital,
Tuesday afternoon to a crowd
offlag-waving faithful and
cameras. The visit is his first
pilgrimage as pontiff to the

African continent.
Benedict had never directly

addressed condom use, though
his position is not new. His
predecessor, Pope John Paul II,
often said that sexual abstinence — not condoms — was
the best way to prevent the
spread ofthe disease.

Benedict said the Roman
Catholic Church is in the
forefront ofthe battle against
AIDS.
"You can't resolve it with

the distribution ofcondoms,"
the pope told reporters aboard
the Alitalia plane headed to
Yaounde. "On the contrary, it
increases the problem."
The pope said that a responsible and moral attitude
toward sex would help fight the
disease.

monument to the dead.

"The anniversary has become
etched in the memory of many
people," said Aras Abbadi, who
lost 21 relatives in the attack.
"Every year, we wait for the
anniversary and condemn that
deplorable attack committed by
a dictatorial regime against its
own people."

Another participant, Mariam
Saleh, 59, pointed to a photograph on display that shows a
truck full of victims.

"My family was in that
truck," she wept.

Human remains
found from
crocodile attack
DARWIN, Australia (AP)—Police

■ Concentrations

said they found human remains
Monday in an Australian swamp
where a crocodile snatched an

interest, general practice

11-year-old girl.

The remains would undergo
DNA testing to determine
whether they belong to the
girl who vanished Sunday
while swimming with three
children in a swamp on the
outskirts of the northern city
of Darwin, Northern Territory
Police Superintendent Michael
Murphy said.
A police statement said the
find "strongly indicates she has
died from a crocodile attack."
Murphy declined to give
details on the remains, which
were found in water 500 yards
(450 meters) from where the
girl was last seen, he said.
The three children who had
been swimming with the girl,
including her younger sister, told
police that they saw the head
and tail of a crocodile "splash
the surface" of the water near
where she vanished moments
earlier, Murphy said.
The swamp is not far from
crocodile-infested flood plains,
but local Michael Dobrovitch
said he swims there regularly.
"I get in, I get out quick, but
I always have somebody with
me" to watch for crocodiles,
Dobrovitch told Australian
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
Crocodiles have become
plentiful in Australia's tropical
north since they became
protected by federal law in
1971.
-A.P.
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Presidential debate puts
candidates in hot seat
debate began. Provided with
a series of questions from a
neutral party, editors from
The Register began drilling
As the lights dimmed
the candidates with issue after
signaling the beginning ofthe
issue, giving the campus an
program, they took their places
inside look at their mindset.
SGA Presidential Candidates
"I thought that The Register
juniors Syene Jasmin and
had some very through
Julian Love stood at the front
of the auditorium in the School questions and it was a good
debate. It was also very fair,
ofEducation before a standingand there was no bias," Love
room only crowd. Afterthey
said. "The good turnout shows
were introduced, the questions
that people are excited about
began.
the new leadership.
This was the A&T
I would have liked to have
Register's first Presidential
a little more questions from the
debate and given the success
audience. It's important to get
ofthe event, the staff hopes to
continue to have them in future the student's opinions heard."
While the event only lasted
years. Editor-in-Chief Aasiya
an hour, almost 40 topics were
Townsell felt that the turnout
covered in the debates.
showed a genuine interest in
Jasmin also felt that the
the elections, and was excited
program was a huge success
to be a part.
"I think it was a great start
"I love the debates because
for A&T. I think it (the debate)
this is the chance to see the
was what we needed," Jasmin
candidates in raw form. They
said. "It provided a great
explain more about their
opportunity for Julian and I to
platform, expectations for the
university, and their knowledge speak. I do wish we could have
had more time, students got
ofSGA and the constitution.
The debate also shows who's in really excited."
Ironically enough, Love
it for the students and who's in
was
a supporter ofJasmin's
itjustforthe status.
In spite the fact that I arrived campaign last year in his efforts
to become the Vice President
late at the Presidential Debate,
ofExternal Affairs. Now the
from what I was hearing, both
two meet again on the ballot for
ofthe candidates did their
President.
homework and I was pleased
"I feel that it's going to
with their answers.
be a good race, and this is a
However, occasional madedifferent position," Love said.
up words were thrown in the
"I don't think that because I
responses, along with cliche
answers ofhow they would run supported him last year for
VPEA has anything to do with
the campus. But all-in-all both
were
me running against him now."
candidates did well and
Jasmin also mentioned
confident in their answers."
Love's previous assistance, but
After a coin toss, Jasmin
also pointed out why he felt he
opted to go second, and the

DEXTER MULLINS
Online Editor

,

was more prepared
"I always think that
someone can grow, but do I
think I'm the better candidate?
Yes," Jasmin said. "You can
have all the positions and titles
you want, but if you aren't
doing anything then what's the
point?
"I think it's great that he
supported me last year, but I
think that at the end ofthe day
students realize who has put in
work."

Each candidate had there
strengths and weaknesses, but
neither really got into a heavy
debate.
They spent more time
answering the questions
provided, and responding to
the audience. Love felt his
opponent wasn't necessarily
focused.
"I feel that he lacked action
plans in his remarks, but he
did make some good points,"
Love said. "He got offtopic a
lot oftimes. I don't know if his
answers were scripted or not."
Jasmin acknowledged Love
started strong, but felt he did
better in the end.
I think I did relatively well.
I would have liked to start a lot
stronger; I don't think I started
as well as I could have," Jasmin
said.
"I could have elaborated a
little more on a few questions.
We both brought strong points.
He had the edge at first, but I
evened it out towards the end.
We stood our ground. Right
now it's one to one and no clear
frontrunner."
The next debate will be this
evening in the Exhibit Hall at
6 p.m.

I Faa 2009 Advisement
The Center for Academic Excellence

fc

Academic advising sessions for Summer & Fall 2009 will be held in
each residence hall for all UNDECLARED students. General advising
information will also be provided for all other majors

Get Ahead of the game and attend early advisement!

Monday, March 16th

Pride Hall

6:30pm-7:30pm

2nd Floor Lobby

Tuesday, March 17th

Aggie Suites

6:30pm-7:30pm

172-F Conference Rm

Wednesday, March 18th

Haley Hall

6:30pm-7:30pm

Lobby Area

Monday, March 23rd

Morrow & Morrison

6:30pm-7:30pm

Basement

Tuesday, March 24th

Vanstory & Barbee

6:30pm-7:30pm

Barbee Lobby

Wednesday, March 25th
6:30pm-7:30pm

Cooper
Lobby

Thursday, March 26th

Aggie Village

6:30pm-7:30pm

Village 2 Classroom

information contact the
Center for Academic Excellence
(336) 334-7855, ext. 54094
For more

Sponsored by the Department of Housing & Residnece Life and The Center forAcademic Excellence
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Missed the debates?
Download the candidates
platforms and watch the
debates on our site
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-2009 E-Board, Senate, and Class Officers
ESIDENT
GOOD: Fulfilled most of his platform:
held campus unity conference,
tried to initate the Aggie Awareness Hotline the admin. Would not
allow it, the 1891 weight loss challenge will be starting soon, Collaborated with Bennett to do "roll to the
polls," followed through with the
"Your board" plan to have Executive board meetings in differentresidence halls, Aggie Pride on Display
and Mobile HBCU were attempted
but were not completed due to administrative issues. Was also Chair
of Presidents council in ASG, and
was vocal in BOT meetings. Helped
during RA strike.

VI CE PRESIDENT -INTERNAL AFFAIRS
GOOD: Serves as the second in command, and the speaker of the senate.
Jones held the first actual Senate
training at the State Capitol. Pushed
through thework of previous VPIA's
to get Mr. A&T and Class Kings on
theBallot. Brought in previos VPIA's
to help represent student issues in
BOT meetings. Strong push for writing legislation, senate visibility and
recruitment was a big part of his
term, the first VPIA to go to ASG to
represent the students. (Not even his
responsibility)

JARON

the schools and colleges, which is
the mission of the senate, only meets
with committees and not the colleges
and schools, haven't taken on any
student issues. People don't know
who their senators are.

SENIOR CLASS
SECRETARY
GOOD: Serves as the executive secretary for all SGA (including class eboards). Jones takes minutes at the
meetings, turns in and reserves room
requests for SGA, did programs for
campus when he didn't have to (Aggie poets and cannedfood drive).

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

BAD: VPEA is supposed to be
responsible for the following things
per the constitution:

BAD: Doesn't meet quorum, poor visibility, does not adequately represent

,

While he has a chief of staff of logistics, the logistics are usually not
good.(i.e. WSSU tailgate-while the
tailgate happened, it came together
in the few minutes before it was
supposed to start. The tent wasn't
evenput up on time, and the e-board
was in the office.)

mentor underclassmen students.

GOOD:Held two town hall meetings,
will be dessert with the deans.

BAD: Didn't really focus the senate on
the schools and colleges. No issues
were ever brought forth on their behalf in the senate.

JONES

BAD: SGA is not a programming
body, but a governing admin. Bass's
plan was to initiate rehab, but he did
more programming than governing.

GOOD: Serves as the official contact
for all external University needs.
Helped with the RA strike, assisted
in planning homecoming, is currently planning springfest. Helped with
research surveys. Involved other
nonprofit organizations with activities on campus, and worked well to

SGA SENATE

GOOD: Senior class has had several programs not
just for seniorsbut for everyone (Business fashion
show, transition from college to the workforce, senior night, justto name a few). Very visible, active
in selecting the speaker for both graduations, constantly meeting to plan for their class. Leads Class
OfficersAssociation meetings.

BAD: Takes a very long time to get
minutes out to others.

DOMINIC

JONES

• Public Relations for SGA (a chief
of staff ofcommunications was appointed, but shehas not done a great
job of communicating)
• Directing all research on behalf of
SGA-(not necessarily his fault, as
there was not a lot ofresearch to
direct this year)
• Corresponding with all national,
state and local organizations SGA is
in (ASG & USSA. However, Bass
asked the VPIA to handle these

TREASURER
GOOD: Budget was balanced and open
to the public (Budget was provided
to the Register with no hassle at least
3 times), SGA has a surplus in their
finances (There has none been a surplus in 2 years).

things.)

Blake may not have been the direct
person to handle these things, but
they were handled regardless;

BAD: While SGA isn't in the negative,
the surplus was not all originally
from the initial SGA budget. Some of
the money was influxed in from other
departments to help pay for things on
campus for different student events..

JUNIOR CLASS
Obama ElectionWatch Party, canvassed during elections, teamed up with freshman class for toys for tots and voter canvassing,
brought Al Sharpton (along with freshman class),
held lunch buddies program.
GOOD: Held an

BAD: Miss Junior's platform did not even begin
(Aggies going green, recycling initiatives etc.)
Where is Miss Junior? The e-board as a whole
didn't do a lot after the Presidential election.

JENIFER

JAMES
EY GENERAL
GOOD: Serves as the campus pros-

ecuter when students break the
rules. Braswell held sessions in
every residence hall to inform
students of their rights and responsibilities. Prosecuted 9 cases
so far, and has 2 upcoming.

MISS A&T

BAD: Health & Safety Conference
is being held next week, during

GOOD: Won Miss NBCA HALL OF
FAME (A&T Has not won in almost
20 years) Held several great programs (Hot ghetto mess, Kingdom

elections.

Queendom come conference, will
be coordinating Mr. & Ms. A&T fo-

rum).

SOPHOMORE CLASS
GOOD: Took students to Trinidad for their passport initiative, had an Aggie night at Chipotle,
Had meet and greet with the Chancellor, hosted
an etiquette dinner, helped with freshmen move
in, held two gym jams with Bennett, held T-Pain
listening party.

BAD: Internal communicatjon was a problem.

ifj Grade
TANISHA

FORDHAM

FRESHMAN CLASS
GOOD: Powderpuff game with Bennett(another is
coming), toys for tots and voter canvassing with
junior class, helped coordinate Honda Battle
of the Bands, brought Al Sharpton (along with
Junior class), Gym Jam fundraiser for George
Washington (student who passed away this fall),
assisted Washington family in McDonald's fundraiser for George Washington, Ms. Freshman had
a women's empowerment seminar.

BAD: Didn't adequately communicate with the
class, could have had more community service.

□
5
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Obama: AIG can't justify'outrage'of exec bonuses
tial bonuses to executives
payout reportedly valued at government bailout, before Con$450 million. The company has gress passed legislation providNoting that AIG has "received substantial sums" of benefited from more than $170 ing for additional assistance and
said that not enough safeguards
federal aid from the federal billion in a federal rescue.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Presiwere
built into the deal.
Obama
said
he
AIG
this
month
that
government,
reported
dent Barack Obama declared
It also was revealed over the
Monday that insurance giant has asked Treasury Secretary it had lost $61.7 billion for the
American International Group Timothy Geithner "to use that fourth quarter of last year, the weekend that American Internais in financial straits because of leverage and pursue every legal largest corporate loss in history. tional Group Inc. used more than
"recklessness and greed" and avenue to block these bonuses The bulk ofthe payments at is- $90 billion in federal aid to pay
sue cover AIG Financial Prodbut foreign and domestic banks,
said he intends to stop it from and make the American taxpayucts, the unit of the company some of whom had received
paying out millions in executive ers whole."
Said Obama: "All across the that sold credit default swaps, their own multibillion-dollar
bonuses.
there are people who the risky contracts that caused U.S. government bailouts.
country,
"It's hard to understand how
work hard and meet their re- massive losses for the insurer.
Some of the biggest recipiderivative traders at AIG warFrank,
withchairman
ents
of the AIG mortey were
sponsibilities
day,
Rep.
Barney
every
ranted any bonuses, much less
$165 million in extra pay," out the benefit of government ofthe House Financial Services Goldman' Sachs at $12.9 bilObama said at the outset of an bailouts or multimillion-dollar Committee, earlier Monday lion, and three European banks
appearance to announce help bonuses. And all they ask is that charged that the move to pay — France's Societe Generale
at $11.9 billion, Germany's
for small businesses hurt by the everyone, from Main Street to bonuses amounted to "rewarding
incompetence."
Street
Deutsche
Bank at $11.8 billion,
Washington,
play
Wall
to
deep recession.
by
may
the
rules."
"These
have
and
Britain's
people
Barclays PLC
same
"How do they justify this
a right to their bonuses. They at $8.5 billion. Merrill Lynch,
outrage to the taxpayers who are
"This isn't just a matter of don't have a right to their jobs which also is undergoing fedkeeping the company afloat,"
eral scrutiny ofits bonus plans,
dollars
and cents," he added. forever," said Frank, a Massathe president said.
chusetts Democrat.
received $6.8 billion as of Dec.
Obama spoke out in the wake "It's about our fundamental valFrank noted that the Federal 31.
ofreports that surfaced over the ues."
The money went to banks to
The $165 million was payReserve Board, using a Depresweekend saying that financially
cover their losses on complex
statute,
to
sion-era
was
the
instiable
executives
by
Sunday
strapped American International
Group Inc. was paying substan- and was part of a larger total tution that gave AIG its initial mortgage investments, as well
TOM RAUM

Associated Press

—

as for collateral neededfor other
transactions.

"We ought to explore everything that we can through the
government to make sure that
this money is not wasted," said
Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala.
"These people brought this on
themselves. Now you'rerewarding failure. A lot ofthese people
should be fired, not awarded bonuses. This is horrible. It's out-

rageous."

Frank said he was disgusted,

asserting that "these bonuses are

going to people who screwed
this thing up enormously."
"Maybe it's time to fire some
people," he said. "We can't keep
them from getting bonuses but
we can keep them from having
In high school,
their jobs.
they wouldn't have gotten retention (bonuses), they would
have gotten detention."
AIG has agreed to Obama
administration requests to restrain future payments. Geithner
had pressed the president's case

...

with AIG's chairman, Edward
Liddy, last week.
"He stepped in and berated
them, got them to reduce the
bonuses following every legal
means he has to do this," said
Austan Goolsbee, staff director
of President Barack Obama's
Economic Recovery Advisory
Board

Obama did note in his remarks Monday that Liddy
"came on board after the contracts that led to these bonuses
were agreed to last year."
In an interview that aired
Sunday on CBS' "60 Minutes,"
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke did not address the
bonuses but expressed his frustration with the AIG intervention.
"It

makes me angry. I
slammed the phone more than a
few times on discussing AIG,"
Bernanke said. "It's — it's just
absolutely — I understand why
the American people are angry."

Fed Chief predicts recession will end this year if banks lend to gov't
STEPHEN BERNARD
Associated Press

—

Wall Street
NEW YORK (AP)
rallied for afifth straight session
Monday after reassuring comments from Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke and
encouraging news from another
big bank. The Dow Jones industrials rose more than 100 points,
following other world markets

higher.

Bernanke said Sunday that
the,but he cautioned that the task
would be difficult. In an interview with CBS' "60 Minutes,"

Bernanke said the government
needs to get banks to lend more
freely and financial markets to
work more normally.
David Hefty, chief executive
ofCornerstone Wealth Management in Auburn, Indiana, said
Bernanke's comments gave the
market a lift.
"Absolutely it's reassuring,"
Hefty said. "Trie American people look to these people for that
hope."

Hefty said Bernanke's caveat
that the end of the recession is
predicated on the success of the
government support for strug-

gling banks is still a major question facing the economy and
markets.
Bernanke's comments about
a possible end to the recession
and the need for a recovery in
banking and lending were similar to but seemingly more optimistic than testimony he gave
before Congress last month.
Stocks bounced higher then, but
in subsequent sessions plunged
and took the Dow and S&P 500
to their lowest levels in more
than a decade as investors succumbed to pessimism about the
economy.
The market's

tone

has
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changed dramatically in the
past week as better economic
news — including word that
Citigroup Inc. had operated at
a profit in January and February — had investors betting that
Wall Street had finally hit a bottom. The Fed chairman's comments Sunday helped reinforce
the changing sentiment on the
Street.

Wall Street also had good
news Monday from Britain's
Barclays PLC, which also disclosed that it has been performing well in 2009. Last week,
both Citigroup and Bank of
America Corp., reported im-

proving trends for January and
February.

David Kelly, chief market
strategist at JPMorgan Funds,
said the comments from some
of the world's big banks are
causing investors to re-evaluate
their expectations.
"The statements from banks
are very encouraging," he said.
"It's premature to talk about
a turn in the economy but the
stock market is priced as if the
economy isn't ever going to
turn around."

In midafternoon trading, the
Dow rose 116.76, or 1.6 percent, to 7,340.74. The Standard

& Poor's 500 index rose 11.37,
or 1.5 percent, to 767.92, while
the tech-heavy Nasdaq composite index dipped 2.66, or 0.2
percent, to 1,428.84.
About five stocks rose for
every one that fell on the New
York Stock Exchange, where
volume came to 901.8 million
shares
"We're starting to build a
base here," said Douglas Kreps,
a managing director at Fort Pitt

Capital Group." He said that
each day that goes by without
disappointing news can help
further strengthen the market's
legs
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I love hazing, can we bring it back?
Let me get this clear from
jump: while I am an Alpha, I
am not speaking for Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Nor am I
speaking on behalf ofany Black
Greek Lettered Organization

was born.
requirements, and make a couPledging ple of payments. And now you
was outlawed can know the secret handshake.
People used to pledge abovein the 1990's,
and now we ground, but people were getting
have an of- killed. NPHC had to respond to
ficial process a growing threat to the sanctity
(BGLO).
and an underofthe organizations.
I am speaking strictly on beground proSo, they came up with the
half of me. The current form of
cess,
which MIP. They outlawed pledging,
intake for theBGLO's does not ANJAN
every aspect but their actions were drastic
work efficiently or effectively. BASU
of is illegal. and desperate. Instead oftrying
A new approach to regulating
intake needs to be examined. The people of America wanted to positively regulate the intake
As it stands, pledging and hazto drink so bad the government process of the organizations,
they decided to do away with it.
ing are illegal. With no standard brought back alcohol, but reguYes, the number of pledging
of choosing potential members, lated it more stringently.
a lot ofTonya Hardings are beBut pledging? Pledging is related death decreased draing let in. You know, skaters.
still abolished, because no one matically, although it still hapIn turn, the current process is has the guts to tackle the issue. pens to this day. It happens in
White organizations as well, but
doing nothing more than taking In order to do so, we need to exthe organizations further away amine the current NPHC sanctheirhazing incidents are shown
from the ideals and traditions tioned (National Pan-Hellenic to involve "alcohol/drug abuse
the organizations were founded Council, the governing body for and sexual aggression/date
rape," according to Dr. Gregory
upon.
the nine BGLO's) intake proS. Parks of the University of
Basically, pledging is like al- cess.
cohol regulation in this country.
The Membership Intake Kentucky, a leading scholar of
Process has taken the place of BGLO's. Apparently, we swing
In the 1920's the US government decided to abolish alcohol, pledging. MIP consists of a dewood and they have sexual agso alcohol distribution, producfined number of weekends and gression.
What does pledging accomtion, and consumption moved meetings. You fill out an appliunderground. And bootlegging cation, show how you meet the plish? Dr. Parks says the "under-

each pledge made it to class in
ground (unsanctioned) pledging activities such as requiring a timely manner. No one would
pledges to commit organization ever see a line of young women
history, relevant poems, and carrying real live ducks. Greek
Life remains disconnected to
songs to memory; and requiring pledges to dress alike, talk Campus Life.
and act in unison, and engage in
As it stands, it feels like
otheractivities aimed at helping anyone that has the grades and
them take on a grouprather than money can join. Life is full of
individual consciousness (i.e., trial by fire moments, and oath
submerge 'me' for the sake of we take to our organizations is
'we')."

for life.

These are all great things for
an aspirant to know. The individual aspirant learns a great
deal about themselves, their organization, and their line.

But, if we bring back some
of the above-ground process,
then NPHC will see what goes
on with the process, because it is
done in broad daylight, and not
in the dark of night in secrecy.
I think that the process should
be brought above-ground again.
However, this time with proper
regulation from the university,
the organization, and local and
federal law.
At UNCG, right very now,
White organizations are allowed
to have public pledge classes.
They are allowed to walk around
campus dressed the same. They
can openly state they are rushing a fraternity or sorority. I

However,

is sex!"
I am not

Why are some beautiful,
single women are so
bitter?
It seems that women are always crying over finding a man,
or not feeling complete without
one. What is the urgency?

one what their five -year plans
were. Some talked about their

goals to succeed. Entrepreneurs
talked about their future busi-

just take re-

EVA

sponsibility

PITTS

for our own

ness plans.

blackcollege wire

One young lady in the class
was a junior who was unsure
of her future and had given no
thought to what she wanted her
major concentration to be.

around campus playing dress-up like we are
so grown with tons oflife experience, but, in the end, we really

However, she made it clear

that in the next five years, she
saw herself married with children. It was as if her whole purpose in school was simply to
find a husband.
Then, there are some women who blame men for their

relationship

issues.They

are

the ones who sit in circles and

spend hours talking about how,

"Men ain't no good!" or "The
only thing men want nowadays

badly? Why do others feel the
need to explain all of their emotional baggage within minutes
ofmeeting a man?

going to lie.
Some men do
Look howfar we have come!
fit that category, but why do We have been given so much
they have to opportunity to explore our opbe blamed for tions just by attending college.
We do not have to live in that
everything?
We all should old society where we get mar-

I was in class the other day
and the professor asked every-

actions

We

walk

don't know all the answers.
It is amazing to me because
we as young, sexy and smart
women have so much to offer
to this world, yet some would
rather offer it to a man.
Perhaps everyone just wants
to be loved. But what is the necessity for finding a man? Why
not let men need us for once?
Why do some women write
crazy statuses on Facebook
about how a man hurt them so

current

ried before 30.
What about our minds? In-

stead of wanting love from a
man so desperately, let us love

ourselves
I dare all women who feel

insecure to look at themselves
in the mirror. Realize that we
are women of good health who
are able to accomplish anything

with and without a mate.
Single or not, the necessity
for a relationship is not that serious. We can do anything and
everything we want!
Find a hobby,'join an organization or participate in some

community service. Let us show
the rest of the world, and ourselves, that we can make ourselves happy!

During the last week of
classes last semester, I began
to have sharp pelvic pains. I
ignored it for a few days until the aches began to interfere with my sleep.
After 15 minutes of Internet research one morning,
I concluded I had a urinary
tract infection.
"No biggie," I thought
Later during the day, I
visited Health Services to get
some care. After waiting an
hour, a nurse finally pulled
me into her office and asked
me what was wrong.
Image
The Famuan
Wesley Martin
"I think I have a UTI," I
said.
"Well why don't you just
sit on the table and pull your
pants down."
While I unshackled myselfand let itall hang out, the
nurse put on gloves.
"Lay back," she said so
professionally.
She pressed and prodded all around my nether regions.
"Does it hurt when I do
this?"
"No," I said, avoiding eye

contact.

"What about this?"
"No, the feeling is more
internal."
After a couple of minutes of this routine, she excused herselfand told me she
would be right back.
"Why didn't she tell me

aggie

Wei what have
we here...

51

(whoa!?j
Wei, this is really
embarrassing.
Trip

[Yeah, no kidding.j

//

rules

By doing so, a greater focus
will be placed upon the BGLO
intake process, creating greater
transparency.
The BGLO's will be forced
to adhere to strict policies and
procedures about what can be

done and what can't be done.
The student members can once
again be proud to show the new
potential members, and the
campus will get to share in the
Greek experience.
The aspirants get a more well
round, more time-honored process that they can be proud of.
We can cut down on the number
of sheets of paper that enter the
BGLO ranks.
So, NPHC, bring 'em out.
Let the brothers and sisters have
a good time with what they've
worked so hard for.
Allow us to recreate a tradition that started so many years

-

ago

Pay attention to your body
before it's too late

Sisters, set high standards
for yourself not a man
smart and

under

regulations, not a single positive aspect of pledging (above
or underground) is allowed because everything is considered
hazing. You tell me you want
to get down and I look at you
cross-eyed? I'm hazing you.
But really, ifI was the Dean of
Pledges, I can't yell at someone
for messing up. I can't have
people going to study sessions
together. My boys couldn't walk
across campus, making sure

don't want Black organizations
white organizations,
but I do not understand why we
can't operate under the same
to turn into

So I guess you saw.
them too right!?

Heck yeah, them chicks
were b-e-a-utiful!

THUD!
Created By: Evan Summerville

up."

spewing out ofray mouth like a
scratched CD.
When it was done, I lay on
the table, slightly traumatized
by the experience.
To this day I'm not the

When she
entered
the
office, she had
an instrument
that resembled

same
As I was shaking, the nurse
informed me that I was to go
into the restroom so I could give
her a urine sample which was
no easy feat after what I had

pull up
my pants," I
thought. "She
didn't even
to

tell me to sit

a narrower

Q-

WEStEY

MARTIN
blackcollege wire

tip.
"Okay Mr. Martin," she said.
"I'm going to swab you to see if
you have any STD's."
I thought, "Is she going to
stick that in my penis?"
Now, I have never in my life
been tested for STD's or AIDS.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control, in 2007 48
percent of all chlamydia cases,
70 percent of all reported gonorrhea cases and 46 percent of
syphilis cases were all amongst

-

gone through

— and after that,

I was free to go.
"We'll call you later in the
week if anything is wrong."
When I left, I decided that

would be my last time getting
tested.

But, I got a call.
"Can you come in as soon as
possible," said the receptionist.
I immediately started to
pray.
"I'm gonna start doing right,

Jesus," I repeated sporadically
until I visited health services the

blacks.
But, I knew this
It's just that I've always had

following morning.
After sweating like OJ in

ambivalent feelings toward the
whole situation.
I've wanted to know my status, but I've always been too
scared to go through with the
whole ordeal.
Now it seemed as if I didn't

was informed that I was STDfree!
The nurse just wanted to
make sure that I was aware that
I have the sickle cell trait.
I thought about becoming
abstinent, but I knew that was

have a choice

out ofthe question.

"Is it going to hurt?" I asked
suspiciously.
"Yes."

Before I could protest, she

inserted the instrument.
I slightly blacked out. When
I came to, the "F-word" was

a room full of white women, I

I'm just going to accept that
it is" my duty to regularly get
tested and protect myself.
But it will be a cold day in
Hades before I get swabbed
again.
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MEAC Champions earn
NCAA tournament bid
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

The Student Union was
packed with A&T Alums
and students supporting
the A&T women's basketball team as they awaited
their NCAA bid on ESPN's
NCAA women's basketball

6

selection show.
The Lady Aggies were sitting at tables throughout the
Stallings Ballroom some

was announced.
When the announcement

PHOTO SUBJECT The 2-time defending Meac Champs react when they complete the 3-peatSaturday
March 14,2009

Aggie cheedleaders
earn third consecutive
MEAC crow
STACIE BAILEY
Register Reporter

Howard placed third in the
all girls division.

This year cheerleading squad

Let's give three cheers for the

ladies ofthe competition squad
of the A&T cheerleaders—one
for each of their recent titles!
On March 14, North Carolina A&T cheerleaders took
home their third Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC)
Cheerleading Championship

title

in three years in a row.
The event was held in the
Lawrence Joel Veterans Me-

morial Coliseum Annex of

Winston-Salem.
The Aggies took first place

in Overall performance as well
as the All-Girl Division, while
local rival Winston-Salem
State finished third.
The same day, A&T Women's Basketball team won the

MEAC regular season and
tournament championship finishing with a 15-1 record to
be placed as the No. 14 seed
in the NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Tournament.
The Lady Aggies are soon to
face Florida State Seminoles
on Saturday, March 21.
Last year the competition
took place at the RBC Center
in Raleigh, N,C.
The Lady Aggies took home
top honors in the Overall performance as well as the AllGirl Division.
Winston Salem also took part
in the cmpetition and placed
tsecond in only their first year

included senior captains Vallentina Barton and LaTresha
Drummond
Both have cheered on all
three MEAC Championship
teams, and Barton explained
how em the journey has been
for her as a senior cheerleader.
"It's just an overwhelming
feeling to win and to know
that we have been practicing every morning and every
week," said Barton.
"For the four past months
we've been getting up every-

day from six in the morning to
six in the evening and it paid

off.
We were nervous because we
were not there early and we
did not know what everybody
else was going to have. But it

just feels good to know that
you can come together with
22 other girls and start from
scratch and win. It's just like
watching all your hard work
pay off."
Barton also explained how
her last competition affected
her emotionally.
"I cried," said Barton

"I cried because I knew that

we won when we did it, and I
knew thatthat was it.
"You know like how you always say you are ready for it
to be over, but when it's really
over, it's no going back."

in competing

year."

This loss was the 2008
MEAC finals that the Lady
Aggies suffered by Coppin
Sate, after surrendering a
game-winning driving layup by former conference
player of the year Rashida
Suber.
So how did A&T get the
"monkey offtheir back?"
The 2009 MEAC Champions trounced Hampton University 76-54 after breezing through the quarter and
semi-final rounds by an
average margin of victory
of 23 points at Lawrence
Joel Coliseum in WinstonSalem.
Senior Amber Bland was

named tournament MVP,
while Lamonna Smalley
joined her on the all-tournament team.

In three games, the Lady
Aggies had four players average double figures, while
MEAC player of the year
Brittanie Taylor-James led
all tournament scorers with
17 points per game.

"After coming off of that
loss from last year from
day one we've been on a

PHOTO SUBJECT Tawauna Cookadds to the Lady Aggies huge lead in the championship game,

mission," said senior TaylorJames. "Everyday in our
locker room, we saw this
poster in our locker room
that said unfinished business.
We knew that we were on a
mission, and we knew that a
target was going to be on our
backs like coach said and we
took care or business."
But the Lady Aggies still
have unfinished business in
facing the third ranked Lady
Seminoles ofthe New Jersey
region of the NCAA tournament.

Florida Sate received an
at-large bid after completing
a 26-7 season, after being
knocked out in the semi-finals
ofthe ACC tournament.

The Lady Seminoles finished in a tie with University
of Maryland for the ACC
conference title while averaging just under 70.8 points per
game, but failed to capture
the tournament crown after
falling to Duke in the semi-

finals.

They are coming off their
best season in the women's
program history, and are currently undefeated in true road
games on the season.
"Florida State is an outstanding ball team," said
Bibbs. "They have really
done a great job up to this
point. But our chances are
good though.
I really feel good about this.

Our chances our good though
especially if we can minimizeon mistakes."
The blue are averaging 76.6

points per game to their op-

ponents 62.2, and have forced
24 turnovers a contest.
They have a 7-5 non-conference, and RPI ranking of
.49.

The last time the Lady Aggies faced a ranked opponent
was against no. 8 Auburn
where they fell short 95-74
on December 3 oflast year.
Perhaps the same motivation that got successfully
got them through the MEAC
championship can aid them
in Georgia.
Bibbs explained how before
Saturday's championship battle, A&T public address announcer Joseph Levell, prepared an audio cd in an effort
to encourage the Lady Aggies
to take care ofbusiness.
" When we got off the bus
before the game, there was
a motivational CD that was
played for us.," said Bibbs after Saturday's championship.
"I cried, my Lady Aggies
cried, it was so motivational
and enough to get us through
the game."
This will mark only the
second appearance in A&T
women's basketball history
in the NCAA tournament,
with the first occurring back
in 1994.
The Lady Aggies lost the
game to top ranked Tennessee 111-35.
"It's been 15 years, so I

,

know it feels good for a lot
ofthe ladies who have come
through this program," said
Bibbs.

The A&T Register is currently looking
for writers to add to Hhe Score 7

.

SUMMER SESSIONS 2009
Early Registration
March 23 - April 9, All Students
May 14

HEY
AGGIES'

Application Deadlines
May 8: Session I, Visiting Students ONLY
June 19: Session II, Visiting Students ONLY

STUDENT SPECIAL
LARGE I TOPPING
$7.99
(336) 954-7575

Session I
May 17: Registration & Advisory, All Students
May 19: Classes Begin

Session II
June 23: Registration & Advisory, All Students
June 25: Classes Begin
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LEONARD HAMILTON
Tallahasse, Fla. After guiding Florida State to its best
season in 16 years, Leonard
Hamilton will be offered a
contract extension that school
officials said Tuesday would
make him a "happy camper."
Florida State president T.K.
Wetherell and athletic director Randy Spetman acknowledged that they were working
on an extension for Hamilton
they hope to get signed after
the season.
"I'm convinced Leonard will
be back at Florida State
and be a happy, happy, happy
camper," Wetherell said. "I
don't see Leonard going anywhere. I can see a number
of people probably want him,
but why would you want to
leave what we've got here?"
They did not discuss specifics.

—
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Like sports?
Like to write?
Come to the contributors meetings held
every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
NCB, room 328A.

PANTHERS
Charlotte,N.C. — Julius Peppers wants out of Carolina
and wouldn't mind going to
New England. The Panthers
will let him go only for what
they feel is fair compensation. The long-running
offseason drama involving the
four-time Pro Bowl defensive
end is nowhere near a resolution, leaving the Panthers
without salary-cap space and
Peppers' future uncertain.
LAWSON'S INJURY
ChapelHill, N.C—Ty Lawson's
troublesome toe could keep
North Carolina's speedy point
guard sidelined for the Tar
Heels' NCAA tournament
opener. Coach Roy Williams says the Atlantic Coast
Conference player of the year
must practice both Tuesday
and Wednesday in order to
play in Thursday's NCAA
matchup against Radford
Lawson has been hobbled
since injuring his right big
toe before the regular-season
finale against Duke, an injury
that sidelined him at last
weekend's ACC tournament.

with their hands together
in a fist, while other players
were all smiles at the jumbo
screen as the final bracket
was made that the blue and
gold was headed to Duluth,
Ga. as a 14th seed in the
tournament to face Florida
State, the room erupted
into cheers as head coach
Patricia Cage-Bibbs and
the Lady Aggies embraced
each other during the celebration.
"We're headed to Georgia," said an enthusiastic
Bibbs. "I think that was really great and it shows the
respect that they (NCAA
Committee) have for this
team. It's been extremely
hard but the ladies have really worked hard all year
long throughout their injuries.
They have been working
since day one trying to get
back to that MEAC tournament, and trying to get that
monkey offtheir back from
last year because ofthe lost
in the finals, and we've really stayed focused this

SPORTS

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Durham, NX. Duke spent
the entire season in the top
10, won its first ACC title in
three years and finished atop
the all-important RPI list.
And the selection committee
came up with the perfect reward for the Blue Devils: To
keep them close to campus,
they were assigned to play
their first two NCAA tournament games an hour's drive
down Tobacco Road. Some
reward.
Top rival North Carolina will
be there, too, and the Tar
Heels are expected to turn
the Greensboro Coliseum into
the Dean Dome West.

—
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RUNDOWN
BASEBALL
TEAM
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
MD Eastern Shore
North Carolina A&T
Coppin State

MEAC

OVR.

0-0'
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-1-1
2-2
4-5

3-4
2-6
3-8
0-4

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Wednesday
vs. USC Upstate
Spartanburg, S.C.

6 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
vs. Savannah State

War Memorial

1 p.m.

Tuesday
vs. Appalachian State
Boone, N.C.
6p.m.

SOFTBALL
SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM

MEAC

OVR,

MEAC

OVR.

Morgan State
Coppin State
Delaware State
Hampton

Howard
MD Eastern Shore
SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
Norfolk State
Bethune-Cookman
Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T
South Carolina State

2-0
0-0
0-0
1-0
0-2

2-0
8-9
0-0
8-8
0-8

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Thursday
vs. Appalachian State
Aggie Softball Complex

2 p.m.

Wednesday

vs. UNC Greensboro

Aggie Softball Complex

2 p.m.

NEWS & NOTES
MEN'S BASKETBALL The Aggie
basketall team suffered a 66-63 loss to
Coppin State in the quarterfinal round of
the MEAC men's basketball tournament
last T hursday. They finished 16-16 overall
for the season dropping their final three

games.

TRACK AND FIELD The Aggie track team
will open their 2009 outdoor season this
Friday at the Wake Forest Invitational in
Winston-Salem.

Get a free bracket online: ncatrcgister.com
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Young, Gifted, and Black
CHELSEAKING
Contributor

A&T Alums
On National
Stage!
The Peay family made
the semifinals of the CBS
Early Show's Singing Family Face-Off music competition.
Each Wednesday, the
families compete on The
Early Show with a live performance. Fans get to vote
for their favorites online.
The winning family will be
announced on April 1.
The winners will win a
record deal with CBS Records.
-L.L

Jennifer Hudson
"If This Isn't Love"
It is great to see that J-Hud is
able to move on after the traumatic
year that she has had. She has stated before that she uses her music as
theraphy and her love life is obviously the muse for this hit.

L.L

On Wednesday, March 11,
the young and talented had the
opportunity to display their
marvelous talents and skills
in Harrison Auditorium. The
program, which is presented
by Young, Gifted, and Black
Productions,
featured the
starring cast members from
SUAB and the senior class. Jazz
music also set the mood for the
audience while they waited for
the program to begin.
"It gives off a grown and
sexy vibe," said Morgan
Gregory, a freshman majoring
in Journalism and Mass
Communication who describes
the
exhilarating twenties
theme. The roaring twenties
theme took over the auditorium
stage with its creativity and its
energy. "The Juke Joint: The
Millennium Edition" is a talent
show that showcases genius
and inventive acts. It represents
dancing, artistry, singing, and
poetry, which brings drama,
energy, and inspiration tp
the stage. Additionally, it
gives talented students the
opportunity to display their
skills in front oftheir peers like
Couture, The A&T Gospel
Choir, The Three Harmonies
and many more.
During Act One, Ashley
Lindsay was presented as a
quiet church girl who heard
that the award winning A &
T Gospel Choir Was coming
to the club. As the A & T
Gospel Choir enters the stage,
the crowd eroded with cheers
and applauses as they sung
"Worthy to be Praise." Monte
Applewhite changed the mood
from joyous to sad when he
recited apoem called "Domestic
Violence." Act One ended with
the incredible and well-known

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER
GIFTEDINDEED Anjelka McRae sings'MyFunny Valentine"during the SUAB's 'Young, Gifted, and Black" talent show. The theme ofthe show was "Juke

song called "Summertime."
Next, the second Act set off

the crowd with the exhilarating,
trend-setting, and genius of,
Couture Productions. At first,
a young lady named Lindsay
sang "Miss Celie's Blues"
acapella. "My adrenaline was
pumping," said sophomore
Alton Craig who was a model
for Couture Productions. As
"Don't Stop" by Janet Jackson
echoed through the halls of
Harrison Auditorium, the
models came strutting downthe
aisles. "The models exuded the
twenties," said Erika Shipman
a freshman Nursing major. As
the models strutted down the

AFRICAN PRIC E HAIR CARE
Scene Editor

aisle the elevation ofthe crowd
became very strong as the
models displayed the newest
trend for this reason.
Lastly, the third act opened
up with sophomore Jason
Cameron and freshman Josh
Weldington, who were on a
quest to find older women. So,
as Cameron found his lovely
older woman in a red hat he
could do nothing but sing
"So High" by John Legend.
Weldington decided to do
something different. In order to
catch his lovely older woman,
he decided to reqite a poem
to her about how he admires
her intelligence. As the show

MOVIE

AROUND GR
LAPORSHA LOWRY

*

Joint", bringing a soulfulfeelfrom the 1940's.

Standifer added that it is
important as manufacturers to
be able to speak to all of the
different people and types of
hair and be concerned withwhat
they are looking for in their hair
care products.
"We are diverse in terms of
the consumer's needs because
black women are not monolithic.
They are. diverse in terms of

Having a variety ofhairstyles
and textures here on campus, it
is necessary for us to be able to
use products thatare appropriate
for proper hair maintenance.
That is where the African
Pride hair company comes in
to play, as they offer a complete
line of hair care items that are their hair care needs.
"That is one ofthe things that
available for men and women.
pride ourselves on."
we
African Pride has been
The company takes a very
making products now for 15
years. In that span, they have specific method ofmarketing to
created a line of hair-care colleges and people ofthat age.
products that speaks to just They have frequent national
advertising and work with
about every hair-care need.
Brand manager Anthony retailers such as Walgreen's
Standifer went into detail with and Wal-Mart, which brings
the different options that they the promotion that is visible to
offer and how theirproducts can consumers.
"We also do special events
speak to all people.
that
really speak to the college
"We make relaxers for
women who are straightening demographicand we are looking
their hair. We make texturizers to reach out to those potential
for men and women who are consumers."
African Pride was started
looking to texturize their hair.
We have braid sprays for in 1992, and has a long history
women who are wearing braids ofmaking products for African
Americans.
or natural hair.
They brand is manufactured
"Just about any type of
product that you can think by Colomer USA and their
of is available through our products can be found at retail
outlets around the country, as
company."
well as beauty supply stores.

continued, freshman Arington
Green made the entire crowd
laugh and say "that is me"
when he recited a poem about
school. Finally, the grand
finale ended with the Three
Harmonies singing "My Funny
Valentine."
"The show was a success,
but I was very nervous because
it was my first time," said
participant Green.
"I enjoyed it, very creative,"
said Debora Crossley, a
sophomore Graphic Computer
major. As the curtains fell,
audience applauded in cheers,
but was finally ready to go
home.

EVIEW: WATCHMEN

MARCUS THOMPSON
Register Reporter

"Who watches the
Watchmen?"
If you love intense,
suspenseful action thrillers or
you're just a fan of the awardwinning graphic novel then you
probably should.
"Watchmen" isn't your
typical superhero flick. The
movie takes place in the 1970s,
in a time where the world is
bordering on nuclear holocaust
and national
governments
use masked heroes as special

I LOVE YOU, MAN is a
comedy starring Paul Rudd,
Jason Segel. Peter Klaven is
engaged to Zooey but he has
no male friend close enough
to be his Best Man. He meets
Sydney Fife, with whom he instantly bonds. But the closer
the two men get, the more Peters relationship with Zooey
suffers, ultimately forcing him
to choose between them.
-L.L

TWILIGHT, the vampire DVD
based on the novel ofthe same
name, is in stores now. The
film stars Kristen Stewart as
Bella Swan, a teenage girl
who falls in love with vampire
Edward Cullen, portrayed by
Robert Pattinson. The movie
grossed $35.7 million on its
opening day.

-

L.L

agents

have
been
Vigilantes
outlawed so only the few willing
to submit to the government
powers andreveal theiridentities
are allowed to continue in their
heroics while the rest are forced
into retirement.
The most powerful of the
heroes is the blue-skinned,
godlike Dr. Manhattan.
He has the power to
manipulate the laws ofphysics,
but struggles to maintain his
own ties to humanity.
Because Dr. Manhattan
works for the U.S. government
he is viewed as a weapon and
an imminent threat by other
countries

This was a primary cause for
the race for nuclear weapons.
In addition to Dr. Manhattan,
there is the genius billionaire,
Veidt,
Adrian
formerly
known as the masked hero
Ozymandias, who now works
for the government through his
corporation.
One hero who continues in
vigilantism is the sociopath,
Rorschach,, who
probably
owns the coolest mask in
comic history (it has randomly
changing inkblots).

PHOTO COURTESYOF GOOGLEIMAGES

SILK SPECTRE II played by Malin Akerman, is the superheroine who lives in the
shadow ofher motherafter she retires as the original Silk Spectre.
When a retired hero, called own
the Comedian, is assassinated
The movie, made by the
in his own home it is Rorschach creators of"300," is filled with
who investigates the crimes and plenty of blood-gushing, boneseeks his retired friends, Nite smashing, and explosive action,
Owl II and Silk Specter II to aid as well as a little bit ofromance
to lighten the mood.
him.
Even though the otherheroes
The special effects and the
dismissRorschach's claims, Nite concepts of human nature let
Owl and Silk Specter decide to you leave the theater almost out
take a chance and get back to of breath and with your head
spinning.
the thrill ofmasked heroism.
Even though Hollywood
They slowly become more
involved in the master plot as takes some special privileges,
they become more involved some fans of the comic may
be slightly disappointed by the
with each other as well.
In a race to stop the nuclear movie's storyline but will find
war and save fellow heroes, that it is definitely worth the
the Watchmen will unite once ticket price.
more.
"Watchmen" is definitely a
However, they come to find must-see action movie for those
that the greatest threat may who don't wantto wait until the
actually come from one oftheir summer for their thrills.

•

1. Did you come to our debate on Monday night? 2. Isn't "interesting" the only word to describe it? 3. Do you know
who you are gonna vote for now? 4. Or is it up in the air for you ? 5. Do you know who your class officers are? 6. Is

that going to make you more inclined to vote next week? 7. Are you coming to the Miss A&T Forum on Sunday? 8.
Why are there so many candidates for Miss A&T next year? 9. Does everyone think they can be Miss A&T? 10. Who
is Rico? 11. Does he deserve for everyone to whip him? 12. Can you call a fat toddler a big girl/boy? 13. Wasn't St.
Patrick racist? 14. Do you still wear your green proudly? 15. Were you ancestors Irish slave rapers? 16. Do you like
potatoes and watermelon? 17. Why weren't you at the MEAC? 18. Did you think that the girls were gonna lose? 19.
Are you gonna vote for the Peay family on CBS Early Show's Singing Family Face-Off? 20. Do you even know how to
say their name?

SGA EXECUTIVE FORUM
will take place in Exhibit
Hall today at 6 p.m. The forum is open to the public. All
students are encouraged to
attend the forum. The forum
will feature positions from
VPIA to Editor-in-Chief.
-D.M

MISS A&T FORUM will be
held in Stallings Ballroon
on Sunday at 3 p.m. Hosted
by the reigning Miss A&T
Tanisha Fordham, the 7
candidates will present their
platform, perform a talent,
and answer an impromptu
question to showcase the candidates' speaking abilities.

-

L.L

